[Systematic approach for dysfunctional analysis in radiotherapy].
We previously presented a systematic and structured approach to acquire an accurate functional model of the patient's process in radiotherapy. This approach relied on new functional structuring patterns, derived from system engineering and knowledge engineering. Additionally, we propose a complementary methodical process for the dysfunctional analysis of the obtained functional model. The procedure is based on joint implementation of two qualitative methods named "Failure modes and effects analysis" (FMEA) and "Hazard and operability" (HazOp). All the technical, the human and the organizational dimensions of the patient's process are pooled in a unique, exhaustive and detailed dysfunctional analysis. The application of this systematic approach within a particular institution can precisely identify the risks incurred by patients in care, but also highlight the logical sequence between precursor events and incidents. The dysfunctional analysis presented in this document will be used for the development still in process of quantified risk models.